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November 8, 2019 
 
Laura DiPietro, Deputy Director 
Agricultural Resource Management Division 
Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets 
116 State Street 
Montpelier, VT 05620-2901 
 
Re: 19EC00129 Allendale Farm LLC 
 
Dear Laura: 
 
I am writing to inform you that this office has determined that it is inappropriate to initiate an enforcement action 
in the above-referenced matter.  As set forth below, while there is evidence of an unpermitted discharge to waters 
of the State, the evidence indicates that the farmer was acting in reliance upon an oral waiver from AAFM. Because 
of that waiver, it is improper to invoke penalty authority in this matter. 
 
Based upon our investigation, we have determined the following: 
 
• On March 11, 2019, Joe Allen of Allendale Farm LLC contacted you and requested a spreading ban exemption 

because his manure pit was overtopping. Because of warm weather and rain forecasted for March 14 & 15, 
2019, you gave Allen a verbal exemption to spread five days’ worth of manure generation but did not provide 
him with a specific volume to be spread. 
 

• On March 12 & 13, 2019, Jason Whitney, acting on Allen’s behalf, spread 540,000 gallons on the property. 
 

• On March 14 & 15, 2019, AAFM Inspector Steve Cash and a complainant documented discharges to waters 
of the state. 

 
While it was determined after the fact that Whitney had applied more manure than AAFM had intended to be 
applied, the lack of clear, written direction as to the allowed volume makes an enforcement action unviable.  We 
strongly suggest that you refrain from issuing exemptions to the Winter Manure Spreading Ban in the future.  At 
a minimum, we suggest that any such exemptions: (1) be in writing; (2) contain clear conditions, especially 
regarding the allowable volume to be spread; and (3) require the use of a certified operator. 
 
Please contact me at (802) 371-8048 if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Sean J. McVeigh, Chief Environmental Enforcement Officer 
Environmental Compliance Division  




